Degradable fault-tolerant systems can be evaluated using rewarded continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) models. In that context, a useful measure to consider is the distribution of the cumulative reward over a time interval [0, t]. All currently available numerical methods for computing that measure tend to be very expensive when the product of the maximum output rate of the CTMC model and t is large and, in that case, their application is limited to CTMC models of moderate size. In this paper, we develop two methods to compute bounds for the cumulative reward distribution of CTMC models with reward rates associated with states: BT/RT (Bounding Transformation/Regenerative Transformation) and BT/BRT (Bounding Transformation/Bounding Regenerative Transformation). The methods require the selection of a regenerative state, are numerically stable and compute the bounds with well-controlled error. For a class of rewarded CTMC models, class C ′′′ 1 , and a particular, natural selection for the regenerative state the BT/BRT method allows to trade off bounds tightness with computational cost and will provide bounds at a moderate computational cost in many cases of interest. For a class of models, class C ′′ 1 , slightly wider than class C ′′′ 1 , and a particular, natural selection for the regenerative state, the BT/RT method will yield tighter bounds at a higher computational cost. Under additional conditions, the bounds obtained by the less expensive version of BT/BRT and BT/RT seem to be tight for any value of t or not small values of t, depending on the initial probability distribution of the model. Class C ′′ 1 and class C ′′′ 1 models with those additional conditions include both exact and bounding typical failure/repair performability models of fault-tolerant systems with exponential failure and repair time distributions and repair in every state with failed components and a reward rate structure which is a non-increasing function of the collection of failed components. We illustrate both the applicability and the performance of the methods using a large CTMC performability example of a fault-tolerant multiprocessor system.
Introduction
Fault-tolerant parallel and distributed systems typically exhibit a degradable performance in the presence of faults. Examples include multiprocessors, grid cluster computing systems and distributed systems built over local or wide area networks. A combined evaluation of the dependability and the performance of such systems can be performed by associating reward rates with the states of a "structure" continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) model, capturing the failure/repair behavior of the fault-tolerant system, where the reward rate associated with a state is a measure of the performance rate of the system in that state. Those models have been called performability models because they capture the general performability concept introduced by Meyer [13, 14] . Rewarded CTMC models have become very popular and several well-known tools supporting their specification and solution have been developed [1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 27] . A recent, sophisticated performability modeling case-study of a fault-tolerant distributed system using the UltraSAN tool can be found in [15] .
In the context of performability models, a useful measure to consider is the distribution of the cumulative reward over a time interval. With reward rates being performance rates, that measure is the distribution of the performance accumulated over a time interval. Formally, let X = {X(t); t ≥ 0} be a CTMC with state space Ω and let r i , i ∈ Ω be the reward rate structure imposed over X.
The quantity r i has the meaning of rate at which reward is earned while X is in state i. The cumulative reward complementary distribution, CRCD(t, s), is defined as the complementary probability distribution function of the reward earned in the time interval [0, t], i.e.
CRCD(t, s)
The CRCD(t, s) measure has interesting applications. Thus, X could model the failure/repair behavior of a multiprocessor and r i , i ∈ Ω, could be the speedup of the multiprocessor in state i. In that context, t 0 r X(τ ) dτ would have the meaning of accumulated performance of the multiprocessor in the time interval [0, t] (normalized with respect to the performance rate of a single processor) and CRCD(t, s) would be the probability that that accumulated performance is above a given threshold s. Several numerical methods have been developed to compute the CRCD(t, s) measure. Most of them assume Ω finite. Some of the methods allow impulse rewards associated with transitions which are earned every time a transition is followed. In our review, we will restrict our attention to general-purpose methods which, besides (possibly) Ω being finite, do not impose any restrictions on X. Smith et al. [28] developed a method with time complexity O(M 3 ), where M = |Ω|, which is based on the inversion of a double Laplace transform. Another method with time complexity O(M 3 ) using Laguerre functions was developed by Islam and Ammar [11] . De Souza e Silva and Gail [29] developed a randomization-based method with time complexity exponential on the number of different reward rates. An extension of that method to cover models with both reward rates and impulse rewards using a path pruning technique was performed later by Qureshi and Sanders [21] . A method based on both randomization and Laplace transform techniques was developed by Donatiello and Grassi [9] . That method has time complexity O(T mN 2 ), where T is the number of transitions of the randomized discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) of X with randomization rate equal to Λ, the maximum output rate of X, m + 1 is the number of different reward rates of the model, and N is the truncation parameter of a Poisson process with rate Λ, which for large Λt has value approximately equal to Λt. Pattipati et al. [20] have formalized the computation of CRCD(t, s) in terms of the solution of a linear hyperbolic partial differential equation which, by discretization, can be transformed into an ordinary differential equation (ODE), and have proposed to solve it using a standard stiff ODE solver. However, for large Λt, the number of discretization steps required to have good accuracy will be large and the method will be expensive. Nabli and Sericola [16, 17] developed another randomization-based method which for s ≥ r fmax t, r fmax being the second largest reward rate of the model, has time complexity O(T [C(N − C) + mC 2 /2]), where C is a truncation parameter which is small when s is close to r max t, r max being the largest reward rate of the model. The method is completely general and covers also the case s < r fmax t, but with a time complexity O(T mN 2 ). In addition, the method is guaranteed to be numerically stable. Queshi and Sanders [22] developed a method which is based on the enumeration of sample paths and is also numerically stable. Later, de Souza e Silva and Gail [30] developed a randomization-based method with time complexity O(T θN 2 ) for the case in which only reward rates are present, where θ is a positive integer no greater than m. Finally, Rácz et al. [23] have developed a method to compute bounds for the CRCD(t, s) measure based on the computation, using randomization [31] , of the first moments of the cumulative reward. The computational cost of the method is basically the cost of computing the moments, which is O(T qN ′ ), where q is the number of computed moments and, for large Λt, N ′ has value approximately equal to Λt. The bounds are very coarse for s around the expected cumulative reward but get tighter as s gets apart from that value. All currently available general-purpose methods have high computational cost when Λt is large and, in that case, their applicability is limited to models of moderate size.
In this paper, we develop two methods for computing bounds for the CRCD(t, s) measure. The main advantage of the methods is that, for certain classes of rewarded CTMC models of interest, they can be relatively inexpensive and yet provide quite tight bounds, allowing a numerical analysis with error bounds in reasonable CPU times of very large models which were previously out of the scope of numerical techniques. The methods are numerically stable and compute the bounds with well-controlled error. The methods build upon recently developed methods for computing both the interval availability distribution [2] and bounds for that measure [3] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the models which can be handled by the methods and defines the model classes C ′′ 1 and C ′′′ 1 to which the methods are primarily intended to be applied. The methods are developed in Section 3. That section also discusses the computational costs of the methods for models in classes C ′′ 1 and C ′′′ 1 . Section 4 illustrates the performance of the methods using a large performability example of a fault-tolerant multiprocessor for which bounding models belong to classes C ′′ 1 and C ′′′ 1 and identifies under which additional conditions the bounds obtained by the methods seem to be tight. Model classes C ′′ 1 and C ′′′ 1 with those additional conditions include both exact and bounding typical failure/repair performability models of fault-tolerant systems with exponential failure and repair time distributions and repair in every state with failed components and a reward rate structure which is a non-increasing function of the collection of failed components. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions. The Appendix includes a technical lemma which can be used to circumvent some of the conditions imposed by the methods to the rewarded CTMC model and the (long) proof of the theoretical result on which the methods are based.
Classes of Models
Let X = {X(t); t ≥ 0} be a CTMC with state space Ω and reward rate structure r i , i ∈ Ω. Assuming those quantities defined, let r max = max i∈Ω r i , r fmax = max i∈Ω : r i <rmax r i and r min = min i∈Ω r i . In this paper we target the computation of bounds for the cumulative reward complementary distribution measure
where t > 0 and r min t < s < r max t. In addition, we will assume s > r fmax t whenever an upper bound for CRCD(t, s) has to be computed.
∈ Ω, j = i denote the transition rates of X and let λ i = j∈Ω−{i} λ i,j , i ∈ Ω denote the rates of output of X. Also, given B ⊂ Ω, let α B = i∈B α i and, given i ∈ Ω and B ⊂ Ω − {i}, let λ i,B = j∈B λ i,j . The BT/RT (Bounding Transformation/Regenerative Transformation) method will require the selection of a regenerative state r. Letting Ω max = {i ∈ Ω :
, and S ′ = S − {r}, the method will cover rewarded CTMCs X and selections for r satisfying the following conditions:
C1. Ω is finite.
C2. The reward rates r i , i ∈ Ω are all finite and take at least three different values.
C3
. Ω = S or Ω = S ∪ {f }, where f is an absorbing state.
C5. Either all states in S are transient or X has a single recurrent class of states C ⊂ S.
C6. All states are reachable (from some state with nonnull initial probability).
C7
. max i∈Ωmax λ i > 0 and max i∈Ω fmax ∪Ω∪Ω min λ i > 0.
C8. r ∈ S and, if X has a single recurrent class of states C ⊂ S, r ∈ C.
Given a selection for the regenerative state r, there exists a unique subset of states S for which conditions C3, C5 and C8 can all be satisfied: S must be Ω if X has no absorbing state or X has a single absorbing state a and r = a; S must be Ω − {a} if X has a single absorbing state a and r = a or X has two absorbing states a, b and b = r; and, in any other case, no S exists for which conditions C3, C5 and C8 can all be satisfied. This makes it easy to check whether a given rewarded CTMC X with a given selection for the regenerative state r is covered by BT/RT. Conditions C2 and C7, except for the fact that reward rates be finite, are mild, in the sense that, when these conditions are not satisfied, computation of CRCD(t, s) or of bounds for CRCD(t, s) can be reduced to simpler problems. Thus, when the reward rates of X are finite but take only two different values, r max and r min , CRCD(t, s) can be formulated in terms of the simpler interval availability complementary distribution measure, IAVCD(t, p) = P [(1/t) t 0 I X(τ )∈U dτ > p] (I c denotes the indicator function returning value 1 if condition c is satisfied and value 0 otherwise), with subset of up states U = Ω max using CRCD(t, s) = IAVCD(t, (s/t − r min )/(r max − r min )) (see Proof of Theorem 2). When condition C2 is satisfied but max i∈Ωmax λ i = 0 the rewarded CTMCs X lb and X ub to be defined in Section 3 will be such that all their states with reward rate equal to r max will be absorbing and the remaining states will have reward rate equal to, respectively, r min and r fmax , and, according to the previous discussion and the discussion performed in [2] concerning the IAVCD(t, p) measure when max i∈U λ i = 0, lower and upper bounds for CRCD(t, s) can be computed as
Similarly, assuming C2 satisfied but max i∈Ω fmax ∪Ω∪Ω min λ i = 0, the rewarded CTMC X lb and X ub to be defined in Section 3 will be such that all states with reward rate equal to, respectively, r min and r fmax will be absorbing and the remaining states will have reward rate equal to r max , and, according to the previous discussion and the discussion performed in [2] concerning the IAVCD(t, p) measure when max i∈D λ i = 0, lower and upper bounds for CRCD(t, s) can be computed as P [X lb (((s/t−r min )/(r max −r min ))t) ∈ Ω max ] and P [X ub (((s/t− r fmax )/(r max − r fmax ))t) ∈ Ω max ]. Condition C6 can be trivialized by deleting non-reachable states. Finally, conditions C9 and C10 can be circumvented by adding to X a tiny transition rate λ ≤ 10 −10 ε/(2t max ), where ε is the allowed error and t max is the largest time t at which bounds for CRCD(t, s) have to be computed, with, according to Lemma 1 in the Appendix, a negligible impact on CRCD(t, s), 0 < t ≤ t max no greater than 10 −10 ε. The possibility Ω = S ∪ {f }, where f is an absorbing state, allows us to cover bounding models, which are useful for systems for which an exact model would have a state space of unmanageable size. In a bounding model, S would include a strict subset of the state space of the exact model and the bounding model would enter state f when the exact model would exit S. Assigning to the states in S the same reward rates as in the exact model and to state f a lower bound for all reward rates of the exact model, the CRCD(t, s) measure of the bounding model would lower bound the CRCD(t, s) measure of the exact model; if a reward rate upper bounding all reward rates of the exact model is assigned instead to state f , the CRCD(t, s) measure of the bounding model would upper bound the CRCD(t, s) measure of the exact model.
The BT/BRT (Bounding Transformation/Bounding Regenerative Transformation) method also requires the selection of a regenerative state r and covers a subset of the rewarded CTMC mod- els covered by BT/RT, which can be described as the set including all rewarded CTMCs X and selections for r satisfying conditions C1-C10 and
Note that conditions C9 and C11 imply that r cannot be absorbing and, then, according to the discussion regarding the possibilities for S in BT/RT, in BT/BRT S must include precisely the nonabsorbing states.
To illustrate the classes of models covered by the methods, Fig. 1 shows a small rewarded CTMC model of a repairable multiprocessor system with five processors, one of which is spare, in which active processors fail with rate λ = 10 −4 h −1 and failed processors are repaired by a single repairer at rate µ = 0.1 h −1 . A processor fault is covered with probability C = 0.98. The initial state is the state 1 in which no processor is failed. Since the model has no absorbing state, S = Ω. With the selection r = 1, that model is covered by both BT/RT and BT/BRT.
The BT/RT method is primarily intended to be used for a class of rewarded CTMC models, class C ′′ 1 , with a given "natural" selection for the regenerative state. Model class C ′′ 1 includes all rewarded CTMCs X satisfying conditions C1-C7 and the condition: C12. A partition S 0 ∪ S 1 ∪ · · · ∪ S N C for S max exists satisfying the properties:
P2. If X has a single recurrent class of states C ⊂ S, o ∈ C.
The natural selection for the regenerative state for class C ′′ 1 models is r = o. With that natural selection, properties P2, P3 and P4 imply the fulfillment of, respectively, conditions C8, C9 and C10 and, then, the models will be covered by BT/RT.
The BT/BRT method is primarily intended to be used for a class of rewarded CTMC models, class C ′′′ 1 , with a given "natural" selection for the regenerative state. Model class C ′′′ 1 includes all rewarded CTMCs X satisfying conditions C1-C7 and the conditions: 
P2
. If X has a single recurrent class of states C ⊂ S, o ∈ C.
The natural selection for the regenerative state for class C ′′′ 1 models is r = o. With that natural selection, condition C13 and properties P2, P6 and P7 imply the fulfillment of, respectively, conditions C11, C8, C9, and C10 and, then, the models will be covered by BT/BRT. Class C ′′′ 1 is a subset of class C ′′ 1 .
The rewarded CTMC model described in Fig. 1 belongs to model classes C ′′ 1 and C ′′′ 1 . A partition for S max = {1, 2} showing that is S max = S 0 ∪ S 1 with S 0 = {1} and S 1 = {2}.
The Methods
The BT/RT and BT/BRT methods are based on the following result. Theorem 1. Let W = {W (t); t ≥ 0} be a conservative, uniformizable CTMC with denumerable state space Ω, 1 uniformly upper bounded reward rate structure r i , i ∈ Ω with |r i | < ∞, i ∈ Ω and transition rates λ i,j , i, j ∈ Ω, j = i. Let r sup = sup i∈Ω r i , let x ∈ Ω with r x < r sup and let r ′ x such that r x ≤ r ′ x < r sup . Let W ′ = {W ′ (t); t ≥ 0} be another rewarded conservative, uniformizable CTMC identical to W except that state x has reward rate r ′ x and the rates of transition from state
Proof. See the Appendix.
Essentially, the reasons why the result holds are that: (1) the scaling of rates of transition from state x keeping their relative values will not modify the embedded discrete time Markov chain DTMC Π of W , (2) the scaling factor β is chosen in such a way that the reward lost by W ′ in each visit to state x with respect to the reward that would be earned had state x reward rate r sup has an exponential distribution with parameter βλ x /(r sup − r ′ x ), identical to the parameter, λ x /(r sup − r x ), of the exponential distribution of the reward lost by W in each visit to state x. Then, since (see, for instance, [12] ) both W and W ′ can be interpreted in terms of Π by associating with the states visited by Π independent exponential holding times with parameter equal to the rate of output from the visited state, the rates of output from and the rates of reward of the states different from x are equal in W and W ′ , and, with 0 < β ≤ 1, the rate of output from state x in W ′ is non-greater than the rate of output from state x in W , each realization of W will have a corresponding realization of W ′ with the same sequence of visited states, same holding times in states different from x, greater holding times in x, and same reward lost in each state visit with respect to the reward that would be earned had the state a reward rate r sup . As Fig. 2 illustrates, this will make the "loss" of reward accumulated by W ′ in the time interval [0, t] not greater than the "loss" of reward accumulated by W in the same time interval and, therefore, the reward accumulated by W ′ in the time interval [0, t] will be not smaller than the reward accumulated by W in the same time interval. As the reward accumulated in the time interval [0, t] by W ′ for a realization of W ′ is not smaller than the reward accumulated in the time interval [0, t] by W for the corresponding realization of W , the probability that W ′ will accumulate a reward in the time interval [0, t] greater than s will be not smaller than the probability that W will accumulate a reward in the time interval [0, t] greater than s. Note that Theorem 1 also holds if x is an absorbing state. In that case, both W and W ′ will remain indefinitely in x once they enter that state and the result simply holds because r ′ x ≥ r x . The BT/RT method allows us to compute a lower bound for CRCD(t, s), an upper bound for CRCD(t, s), or both. The bounds are computed with error upper bounded by ε, where ε is a userprovided error control parameter. The method combines a model transformation phase (Bounding Transformation) with the RT (Regenerative Transformation) method described in [2] . When a lower bound for CRCD(t, s) has to be computed, the model transformation is performed so that the resulting rewarded CTMC, X lb , has only two different reward rates and, according to Theorem 1, has a cumulative reward complementary distribution measure, CRCD lb (t, s), which lower bounds CRCD(t, s). When an upper bound for CRCD(t, s) has to be computed, the model transformation is performed so that the resulting rewarded CTMC, X ub , has only two different reward rates and, according to Theorem 1, has a cumulative reward complementary distribution measure, CRCD ub (t, s), which upper bounds CRCD(t, s). With X lb and X ub having two different reward rates, the computation of CRCD lb (t, s) and CRCD ub (t, s) can be mapped into the computation of the simpler interval availability complementary distribution measures of, respectively, X lb and X ub , with subset of up states Ω max , and those computations are performed using RT with regenerative state r and allowed error ε.
The lower bounding rewarded CTMC model, X lb , has the same state space Ω as X, same initial probability distribution as X, reward rates r max associated with the states in Ω max , reward rates r min associated with the states in Ω fmax ∪ Ω ∪ Ω min , and transition rates:
The upper bounding rewarded CTMC model, X ub , has same state space Ω as X, reward rates r max associated with the states in Ω max , reward rates r fmax associated with the states in Ω fmax ∪ Ω∪ Ω min , and transition rates:
That CRCD ub (t, s) upper bounds CRCD(t, s) follows by considering, for each i ∈ Ω ∪ Ω min in turn, the scaling by the factor (r max − r fmax )/(r max − r i ) yielding the transition rates from state i in X ub from the transition rates from state i in X and applying Theorem 1 to each scaling step, noting that r i < r fmax < r max , i ∈ Ω ∪ Ω min . That CRCD(t, s) upper bounds CRCD lb (t, s) and, therefore, CRCD lb (t, s) lower bounds CRCD(t, s) follows by considering, for each i ∈ Ω fmax ∪ Ω in turn, the scaling by the factor (r max − r i )/(r max − r min ) yielding the transition rates from state i in X from the transition rates from state i in X lb and applying Theorem 1 to each scaling step, noting that r min < r i < r max , i ∈ Ω fmax ∪ Ω.
The mappings of CRCD lb (t, s) and CRCD ub (t, s) into the interval availability complementary distributions of, respectively, X lb and X ub with subset of up states Ω max are given by the following theorem.
Proof. Denoting by r lb i , i ∈ Ω the reward rate structure of X lb , since r lb i = r max for i ∈ Ω max and
The result for CRCD ub (t, s) can be obtained similarly, the only difference being that X lb has to be replaced by X ub , r lb i by r ub i , r ub i being the reward rate of X ub in state i, and r min by r fmax , because the reward rate of X ub in the states i ∈ Ω fmax ∪ Ω ∪ Ω min is r ub i = r fmax .
The method BT/BRT differs from BT/RT in that, instead of computing CRCD lb (t, s) = IAVCD lb (t, (s/t − r min )/(r max − r min )) with error ≤ ε using the RT method with regenerative state r, a lower bound for it, CRCD lb,lb (t, s), is obtained by computing a lower bound for IAVCD lb (t, (s/t − r min )/(r max − r min )) using the BRT (Bounding Regenerative Transformation) method [3] with regenerative state r and allowed error ε. Similarly, instead of computing CRCD ub (t, s) = IAVCD ub (t, (s/t − r fmax )/(r max − r fmax )) with error ≤ ε using RT with regenerative state r, an upper bound for it, CRCD ub,ub (t, s), is obtained by computing an upper bound for IAVCD ub (t, (s/t − r fmax )/(r max − r fmax )) using BRT with regenerative state r and allowed error ε.
Thus, BT/BRT will yield less tighter bounds than BT/RT. The BRT method [3] has a control parameter D C which allows to trade-off bounds tightness with computational cost. The BT/BRT method has also a control parameter D C and the BRT method is invoked with its D C control paremeter equal to the D C control parameter of BT/BRT. The D C control parameter has to be selected [3] so
we have discussed, conditions C9 and C11 imply that S must include precisely the non-absorbing states and, therefore, λ max ≥ λ min > 0. In the possible case λ max = λ min no selection for D C would be possible. In that case, BT/RT should be used. Since [3] , as D C increases, the bounds for the interval availability complementary distribution obtained by BRT get arbitrarily tighter; as D C increases, the bounds obtained by BT/BRT approach those obtained by BT/RT. Furthermore, as we shall discuss, for class C ′′′ 1 models with the natural selection r = o, the computational cost of BT/BRT should increase with D C and, therefore, the D C parameter allows to trade-off bounds tightness with computational cost.
The BRT method [3] can be described as the succession of a model transformation phase, in which transition rates from "up" states different from the regenerative state and, if existent, the absorbing state, are scaled, and the RT method with the same regenerative state as BRT, which is used to solve the transformed CTMC model. When, in BT/BRT, the lower bound for CRCD(t, s) has to be computed, the CTMC model, X lb,lb , which has to be solved by the RT method has [3] same state space Ω as X lb (and X), same initial probability distribution as X lb (and X), subset of up states Ω max and, calling λ lb i , i ∈ Ω, the output rates of X lb and noting that λ lb i = λ i , i ∈ Ω max and, therefore, max i∈S ′ max λ lb i = λ max , transition rates related to the transition rates of X lb as λ lb,lb
When, in BT/BRT, the upper bound for CRCD(t, s) has to be computed, the CTMC model, X ub,ub , which has to be solved by the RT method has [3] same state space Ω as X ub (and X), same initial probability distribution as X ub (and X), subset of up states Ω max and, calling λ ub i , i ∈ Ω, the output rates of X ub and noting that λ ub i = λ i , i ∈ Ω max and, therefore, min i∈S ′ max λ ub i = λ min , transition rates related to the transition rates of X ub as
We also point out that RT uses Algorithm A of [25] as a back-end. That back-end is preceded by a transformation phase in which the behavior of the CTMC model (X lb or X ub in BT/RT and X lb,lb or X ub,ub in BT/BRT) from S ′ = S − {r} until either a hit of state r or, if existing, hit of the absorbing state f , and from r until either next hit of state r or, if existing, hit of the absorbing state is characterized while keeping track of the amount of time spent in up states in S (states in S max ). That characterization is done through a truncated transformed CTMC model having, with some small error, the same interval availability distribution as the original CTMC model (X lb or X ub in BT/RT and X lb,lb or X ub,ub in BT/BRT). Fig. 3 clarifies the decomposition of the BT/RT method in terms of the RT method and Algorithm A of [25] and the decomposition of the BT/BRT method in terms of the BRT method, the RT method, and Algorithm A of [25] . In the figure, the CTMC model which is solved by Algorithm A of [25] when in BT/RT the lower bound for CRCD(t, s) has to be computed is called V lb T , the CTMC model which is solved by Algorithm A of [25] when in BT/BRT the lower bound for CRCD(t, s) has to be computed is called V lb,lb T , the CTMC model which is solved by Algorithm A of [25] when in BT/RT the upper bound for CRCD(t, s) has to be computed is called V ub T , and the CTMC model which is solved by Algorithm A of [25] when in BT/BRT the upper bound for CRCD(t, s) has to be computed is called V [25] and schematic description of the BT/BRT method in terms of the BRT method, the RT method, and Algorithm A of [25] .
Since the RT method is numerically stable, the BT/RT and BT/BRT methods will be numerically stable. In addition, since the computation error in RT is well-controlled, both BT/RT and BT/BRT will compute the bounds with well-controlled error. The assumed conditions in the BT/RT method for the rewarded CTMC X and the selection for the regenerative state r (conditions C1-C10) guarantee that the CTMCs X lb and X ub with subset of up states Ω max and regenerative state r will be covered by the RT method (see [2] ). Similarly, the assumed conditions in the BT/BRT method for the rewarded CTMC X and the regenerative state r (conditions C1-C11) guarantee that the CTMCs X lb and X ub with subset of up states Ω max and regenerative state r will be covered by the BRT method (see [3] ).
A possible alternative would be to use Algorithm A of [25] to solve the CTMC models X lb and X ub or X lb,lb and X ub,ub . That alternative would be, however, expensive when Λt is large and the original rewarded CTMC model X is large.
The transformation phases involving the scaling of transition rates yielding X lb or X ub in BT/RT and X lb,lb or X ub,ub in BT/BRT have, in practice, negligible computational cost compared with the computational costs of the transformation phase of the RT method and the application of Algorithm A of [25] to the solution of the resulting transformed model. The flop count of the transformation phase of the RT method is, for large CTMC models X and [25] to the solution of the transformed model can be estimated as 2N C ′ T ′′ , where T ′′ is the number of transitions of the randomized DTMC of the transformed model with randomization rate equal to the maximum output rate of that model and N and C ′ are truncation parameters. An approximate estimate for T ′′ for the case
if Ω = S ∪ {f } and M ′ = 7 if Ω = S. Let ε be the absolute error with which the bounds have to be computed. The value of the truncation parameters C, N and C ′ can be easily estimated. For the BT/RT method, C, N and C ′ have values 2 C lb = min c ≥ 1 :
when the lower bound is computed and values
2 Strictly speaking C ′ could be slightly larger in some cases.
when the upper bound is computed, where, with (t i , s i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n being the (t, s) pairs at which the bounds for CRCD(t, s) have to be computed and with θ being a positive quantity ≪ 1 (in our implementations, 10 −4 ), Λ lb and Λ ub , which are the maximum output rates of, respectively, X lb and X ub affected by the factor (1 + θ), have values
and
For the BT/BRT method, C, N and C ′ have the values given by the previous expressions with (we remember, λ max = max i∈S ′ max λ i and λ min = min i∈S ′ max λ i )
and same values for x lb max , x ub max and t max . The values of Λ lb and Λ ub for the BT/BRT method are the maximum output rates of, respectively, X lb,lb and X ub,ub , affected by the factor (1 + θ).
The truncation parameters K and L are known to be smooth functions of t (they are O(log(t/ε)), but their actual values can be large, depending on the characteristics of the original rewarded CTMC model X and the selection for the regenerative state. Stronger results are available regarding the values of K and L for class C ′′ 1 and class C ′′′ 1 models with the natural selection r = o for the regenerative state. Assume that X is a class C ′′ 1 model with 3 |S max | ≥ 2 and let R max = max i∈Smax λ i / min i∈Smax−{o} λ i . Then, since for class C ′′ 1 models X with |S max | ≥ 2, both X lb and X ub belong to the model class C 1 defined in [2] with the same o state, for class C ′′ 1 models with |S max | ≥ 2 and the natural selection r = o, the truncation parameters K and L when BT/RT is used to compute both the lower and the upper bound should increase with R max and, for R max ≫ 1, can be roughly upper bounded by 30R max . Assume X is a class C ′′′ 1 model. Since for class C ′′′ 1 models X, both X lb and X ub belong to the model class C ′ 1 defined in [3] with the same o state, for class C ′′′ 1 models with the natural selection r = o, the truncation parameters K and L when BT/BRT is used to compute both the lower and the upper bound should be very small for D
Analysis
In this section we analyze the performances of the BT/RT and BT/BRT methods using a large performability example. The example is a model of a fault-tolerant multiprocessor including 16 processors interconnected by a 8-node hypercube, as shown in Fig. 4 . Processors fail with rate λ P ; nodes of the hypercube fail with rate λ N ; links of the hypercube fail with rate λ L . A fault of a processor is covered with probability C P ; a fault of a node of the hypercube is covered with probability C N . Coverage to link faults is assumed perfect. There is an unlimited number of repairmen to repair components in covered failure. The repair rate is µ P for processors, µ N for nodes, and µ L for links. A completely down system because there was an uncovered fault is brought to a fully operational state without failed components at rate µ G . Components do not fail when the system is completely down. Unless otherwise stated, we will use the set of model parameters
, and
We assume the availability of diagnosis and reconfiguration procedures to determine a subset of interconnected unfailed processors of maximal size and to reconfigure the multiprocessor so that it works using such a maximal subset. As reward rates, we use the speedup function of the number of connected processors in the healthy subset in which the system is configured described by Table 1 . Thus, r max will be equal to 12 h −1 . The cumulative reward will be then the accumulated performance (normalized with respect to the performance rate of a single processor) and we should expect it to be close to 12 t with high probability.
An exact rewarded CTMC model of the multiprocessor system has an unmanageable state space. Instead, we will use bounding models with state space S ∪ {f }, where f is an absorbing state in which the bounding models enter when the exact model would exit subset S and S includes the states with up to four covered faults and the state in which the system is down due to an uncovered fault. By assigning to the absorbing state a reward rate r f = 0 we obtain a lower bounding model; by assigning to the absorbing state a reward rate r f = 12 h −1 we obtain an upper bounding model.
The bounding models have 213,055 states and 2,072,658 transitions. The bounds given by those bounding models are very tight. This can be justified by the fact that the probability that the bounding models have entered state f by time t = 20,000 h (the largest time we will consider) is very small, e.g., assuming that the initial state is the state without failed components, that probability is only 8.764 × 10 −10 , implying that the CRCD(t, s) measures given by the bounding models would differ in less than 8.764 × 10 −10 , for t ≤ 20,000 h. We will use the methods to compute a lower bound for the lower bounding model and an upper bound for the upper bounding model. Since the solutions of the bounding models are extremely tight, virtually all the difference between the lower and upper bounds for the CRCD(t, s) measure of the exact model thus obtained are attributable to the limited tightness of the bounds given by the BT/RT and BT/BRT methods. Both bounding models belong to model classes C ′′ 1 and C ′′′ 1 , being state o the state without failed components, which will be taken as regenerative state in both BT/RT and BT/BRT. All methods are run with a single (t, s) target and an error requirement ε = 10 −10 . CPU times are measured/estimated in a workstation with a Sun-Blade 1000 processor and 4 GB of memory (significantly larger than the memory consumption for all methods). We will start assuming that initially the multiprocessor is in the state without failed components. Tables 2 and 3 summarize the performances of, respectively, BT/BRT with D C = 1 and BT/RT in terms of bounds tightness and values of the truncation parameters C and K of the model transformation step implicit to the RT method (the truncation controlled by the parameter L is not performed because the initial probability distribution of the models in S is concentrated in the regenerative state) when both bounds are computed for increasing values of t and s/t = 11.99, 11.999, both of which are reasonable choices, since the steady-state reward rate of the exact model can be estimated to be equal to 11.9966. That estimation was obtained by computing the expected transient reward rates at time t of the bounding models, which bound the expected transient reward rate at time t of the exact model, for increasing values of t and taking the value at which they "stabilize" (before the probability of the absorbing state is significant). We call C lb and K lb the values of the truncation parameters C and K corresponding to the application of the RT method to X lb in BT/RT and X lb,lb in BT/BRT and C ub and K ub the values of the truncation parameters C and K corresponding to the application of the RT method to X ub in BT/BRT and to X ub,ub in BT/BRT. We can first note that the bounds obtained by the methods are quite tight for all values of t and s considered. For BT/RT we define the relative error as
.e. as the maximum of the relative errors over CRCD(t, s) and 1 − CRCD(t, s) when (CRCD lb (t, s) + CRCD ub (t, s))/2 is taken as estimate for CRCD(t, s). The relative error for BT/BRT is defined similarly. The relative error varies from 0.105 % to 2.97 % for the BT/BRT method with D C = 1 and from 0.0808 % to 2.72 % for the BT/RT method. The relative error is significantly smaller for s closer to r max t = 12 t. Regarding the truncation parameters C and K, we can note that, as predicted theoretically, K is always very small in the BT/BRT method with D C = 1. The value of the truncation parameter K is significantly larger for the BT/RT method and is upper bounded by 30R max ≈ 120. In both cases, the truncation parameter K increases logarithmically with t and is independent of s. The truncation parameter C increases with t and as s gets apart from r max t = 12 t.
Fig . 5 plots the CPU times consumed by the methods for the computation of the lower bound for CRCD(t, s) (lb) and the upper bound for CRCD(t, s) (ub) as a function of t for s = 11.99 t and s = 11.999 t. We can note that the CPU times increase as s gets apart from r max t = 12 t and increase fast with t. The latter is due to two reasons. The first one is that the computational cost Figure 5 : CPU times in seconds consumed by the BT/BRT method with D C = 1 and the BT/RT method for s = 11.99 t (left) and s = 11.999 t (right) as a function of t.
of the transformation step implicit to the RT method is approximately proportional to the truncation parameters C and K, and C increases considerably with t. The second one is that the computational cost of Algorithm A of [25] is approximately proportional to C and K (since the size of truncated transformed model which is solved by the algorithm is proportional to C and K) and, for large t, increases, approximately quadratically with t, since, for large t, the truncation parameter N increases approximately linearly with t and, for large t (typically much larger), the truncation parameter C ′ also increases approximately linearly with t. The higher computational cost of the lower bound is due to the fact that the maximum output rate, Λ lb , of the model (X lb in BT/RT and X lb,lb in BT/BRT) built during the computation of the lower bound is significantly larger than the maximum output rate, Λ ub , of the model (X ub in BT/RT and X ub,ub in BT/BRT) built during the computation of the upper bound and this makes the computational cost of the application of Algorithm A of [25] substantially higher. For the largest t considered (t = 20,000 h) the resulting CPU times are considerable, specially when the lower bound is computed and s = 11.99 t. Thus, for those t and s, computation of the lower bound consumed 231,000 s (about 64 hours) under the BT/RT method and 14,500 s (about 4.0 hours) under the BT/BRT method with D C = 1. Since the bounds achieved by BT/BRT with D C = 1 are only slightly less tight than the bounds achieved by BT/RT, the significantly smaller computational cost of the BT/BRT method with D C = 1 makes that method more attractive than the BT/RT method, when both are applicable. For class C ′′ 1 models with S max = {o} only the BT/RT method is applicable and, since for those models BT/RT with r = o will be relatively inexpensive for s close to r max t, that method should be used.
To illustrate the relative importance of the two components of the computational cost of the methods: model transformation (up to V lb T and V ub T in BT/RT and up to V lb,lb T and V ub,ub T in BT/BRT) and application of Algorithm A of [25] , Fig. 6 displays the breakdown into these two components of the CPU times consumed by the methods when the lower bound is computed for s = 11.99 t and s = 11.999 t, as a function of t. We label the CPU times consumed in the model transformation phase by "trans", the CPU times consumed in the application of Algorithm A of [25] to the transformed model by "sol", and the total CPU times by "tot". We remember that the model transformation phases involving scaling of transition rates (up to X lb and X ub in BT/BRT and up to X lb,lb and X ub,ub in BT/BRT) have negligible relative computational cost and, then, virtually all CPU times labeled by "trans" are due to the transformation phase implicit to the RT method. We can note that for large t and s = 11.99 t, almost all the computational cost of the methods is due to the application of Algorithm A. For s = 11.999 t, the computational cost due to the application of Algorithm A is relatively smaller but also dominant for large t. The computational cost of the application of Algorithm A is approximately proportional to the size of the transformed model handled by the method (V lb T in BT/RT and V lb,lb T in BT/BRT) and the truncation parameters N and C ′ of the method. Table 4 gives the size of the truncated transformed model and the truncation parameters N and C ′ corresponding to the application of the methods for computing the lower bound, for increasing t and the two values considered for s/t. The approximately linear dependence of N on t and the increase of the size of the transformed model and C ′ with t explain the fast growth of the computational cost of the application of Algorithm A with t and the fast growth for large t of the computational cost of the BT/RT and BT/BRT methods. The relative importance of that second component of the computational cost (application of Algorithm A) decreases as the size of the original model increases and, for large enough X, the second component should be negligible. The experiments seem to indicate, however, that X has to be extremely large for that to happen.
We compare next the computational costs of the methods developed in this paper with that of the method described in [16, 17] . The considered values for s satisfy s ≥ r fmax t and, then, the method described in [16, 17] works in its most favorable case. The CPU times consumed by the method described in [16, 17] for t = 20,000 h are very large and we estimated them based on measured CPU times for t = 1,000 h and the rule, that we found accurate, that, for a given, large model and s ≥ r fmax t, the CPU times are proportional to C(N − C) + mC 2 /2, where m + 1 is the number of different reward rates and N and C are the truncation parameters of the method. Table 5 gives actual speedups and potential speedups (neglecting for BT/RT and BT/BRT the computational cost of the application of Algorithm A of [25] ). Potential speedups reflect the speedups which would be obtained for large enough X. They also reflect the speedups which would be achieved if Algorithm A of [25] were replaced by a substantially more efficient back-end, a direction we are pursuing. We can note that, for large t, the actual speedups are important for the BT/BRT method with D C = 1 and significant for the BT/RT method. In practical terms, the speedups achieved by the BT/BRT method with D C = 1 make affordable the computation of bounds for very large class C ′′′ 1 models out of hand for "exact" available methods (the method described in [16, 17] can be considered the state-of-the-art exact general-purpose method for rewarded CTMC models X for values of t and s for which max i∈Ω λ i t is large and s is ≥ r fmax t). To illustrate the point, for t = 20,000 h and s = 11.99 t, the CPU time of the BT/BRT method with D C = 1 is 14,500 s (about 4.0 hours) for the lower bound and 1440 s (about 24 minutes) for the upper bound, implying that both bounds are obtained in 15,940 s (about 4.4 hours), while our estimate for the CPU time for the method described in [16, 17] is 1,083,000 s (about 13 days). If Algorithm A of [25] could be replaced by a substantially more efficient back-end, the CPU times of the BT/BRT method with D C = 1 would be reduced up to 858 s (about 14 minutes) for the lower bound and up to 841 s (about 14 minutes) for the upper bound, implying that both bounds would be obtained in 1699 s (about 28 minutes).
For large t, the tightness of the bounds obtained by BT/RT and BT/BRT can be, intuitively, explained by the fact that most of the time spent by all X, X lb , X ub , X lb,lb and X ub,ub in S is spent in state o and the rewarded CTMC models only differ in that the holding times in states in S − {o} are different (the reward lost with respect to the reward that would have been earned had the state a reward rate r max in each visit to states i ∈ S max − {o} ∪ S fmax ∪ S ∪ S min is, by construction, Table 5 : Actual/potential speedups of the BT/BRT method with D C = 1 and the BT/RT method over the method described in [16, 17] identical in all models and the reward rate associated with the absorbing state f in the bounding models is identical to the reward rate associated with state f in X). This will be the case for any class C ′′ 1 or any class C ′′′ 1 model for which the following additional conditions are satisfied:
for S satisfying the properties:
C16. If Ω = S ∪ {f }, f ∈ Ω max ∪ Ω min if the lower bound has to be computed and f ∈ Ω max ∪ Ω fmax if the upper bound has to be computed.
The reasons are that P10 and P11 imply that from any state i ∈ S − {o} the embedded DTMC of all X, X lb , X ub , X lb,lb , and X ub,ub will go towards state o with almost 1 probability, P12 implies that the holding time in each visit to a state i ∈ S − {o} will be much smaller than the holding time in each visit to state o in all X, X lb , X ub , X lb,lb , and X ub,ub , and C16 implies that, in the case Ω = S ∪ {f }, the reward rate of state f will not be modified by the model transformation. Class C ′′ 1 and C ′′′ 1 models with the additional conditions include typical failure/repair performability models of fault-tolerant systems with exponential failure and repair time distributions and repair in every state with failed components and a reward rate structure which is a nonincreasing function of the collection of failed components. Partitions for, respectively, S max and S showing that would be S k = {states with maximum reward rate and k failed components} and S ′ k = {states with k failed components}. Then, properties P5 and P8 of the partition for S max would follow from the fact that λ i,S k −{i}∪S k+1 ∪···∪S N C ∪S fmax ∪S∪S min , i ∈ S k , 0 ≤ k ≤ N C , only collects failure transitions while λ i,S 0 ∪···∪S k−1 , i ∈ S k , 0 < k ≤ N C , only collects repair transitions; similarly, property P11 of the partition for S would follow from the fact that
, only collects repair transitions; finally, property P12 of the partition for S would follow from the fact that λ o only collects failure transitions while every λ i , i ∈ S max − {o} ∪ S fmax ∪ S ∪ S min , collects repair transitions. Bounding models of that type would also be covered, since in those models the absorbing state would be entered following failure transitions, implying that property P11 of the partition for S would continue to follow, a lower bounding model of that type would naturally assign to the absorbing state capturing the pruned behavior the minimum reward rate of the exact model, and an upper bounding model of that type would naturally assign to that state the maximum reward rate of the exact model. Then, since when a lower bounding model is used only the lower bound would be typically computed, condition C16 would be satisfied; similarly, since when an upper bounding model is used only the upper bound would be typically computed, condition C16 would also be satisfied. As will be illustrated next using the example, uncovered faults taking the system to down states with null reward rate which are recovered into up states by fast recovery activities are not a problem: it suffices to consider a partition for S in which every down state is after every state from which the down state can be reached and after the up state to which the system is recovered from that down state.
The bounding rewarded CTMC models under consideration satisfy conditions C15 and C16. A partition for S showing that is
, where S ′ 0 includes the single state o, S ′ k , 1 ≤ k ≤ 4 includes the states with k covered faults and S ′ 5 includes the state in which the multiprocessor is completely down due to an uncovered fault. The induced partition on
∩ S max = ∅ shows that the bounding rewarded CTMC models belong to model classes C ′′ 1 and C ′′′ 1 . Properties P11 and P12 of the partition are satisfied moderately by the bounding rewarded CTMC models since max 0<k≤5 max i∈S ′
, and min{min i∈Smax−{o}∪S fmax λ i , min i∈S∪S min ((r max − r fmax )/(r max − r i ))λ i } ≈ 0.0227 h −1 . We should expect the bounds to be tighter were these properties satisfied more strongly. The fact that the bounds in BT/BRT are also tight for small t has to do with the fact that all the initial probability distribution of X in S max is concentrated in state o. Table 6 gives the bounds obtained by BT/BRT with D C = 1 when the initial state is the state in which the link from node N0 to node N1 is in covered fault (which belongs to S max − {o}). We can note that, in that case, the bounds are not tight for small values of t. Having some initial probability distribution in S max − {o} does not seem to degrade the quality of the bounds obtained by BT/RT for small values of t as Table 7 illustrates. We should, however, expect a degradation of the quality of the bounds obtained by BT/RT for small values of t when the model has some initial probability distribution in S fmax ∪ S ∪ S min . This is because transition rates from S fmax ∪ S are scaled when constructing X lb and transition rates from S ∪ S min are scaled when constructing X ub . Table 7 : Results for BT/RT when the initial state is the state in which the link from node N0 to node N1 is in covered fault. We will end this section using the BT/BRT method with D C = 1 to analyze the performability of the fault-tolerant multiprocessor. We plot in all figures (CRCD lb,lb (t, s) + CRCD ub,ub (t, s))/2
and do not plot explicitly the bounds, since they are close enough to consider the estimate (CRCD lb,lb (t, s) + CRCD ub,ub (t, s))/2 almost exact at the plot resolution. Fig. 7 analyzes how the shape of CRCD(t, s), as a function of s, depends on t. Let SSRR = lim t→∞ E[r Xexact(t) ], where X exact is the rewarded CTMC modeling exactly the multiprocessor system (with state space of unmanageable size). SSRR has a value approximately equal to 11.9966. Using renewal reward process and regenerative process theories (see, for instance, [24] ), CRCD(t, s) for the exact rewarded CTMC model X exact has an asymptotic shape with CRCD(t, s) = 1 for s/t < SSRR and CRCD(t, s) = 0 for s/t > SSRR. However, that asymptotic shape is reached very slowly, implying that the CRCD(t, s) measure could be of interest for very large values of t and stressing the need for efficient methods to compute the measure for large t. In Fig. 8 we perform a sensitivity analysis. More specifically, we analyze how CRCD(t, s) for t = 2 years is improved when we improve the repair actions in three different ways: (1) faster repair of processors (µ P = 0.2 h −1 ), (2) faster repair of components of the hypercube (µ N = µ L = 0.1 h −1 ), and (3) faster repair of down systems due to an uncovered fault (µ G = 0.4 h −1 ). In all cases, we double the corresponding repair rates with respect to the baseline values. We can note that the most efficient way of improving the performability depends on the required probability level. When the accumulated performance has to be guaranteed with very high probability, improving the repair of down systems due to an uncovered fault is the most efficient alternative; when the accumulated performance has to be guaranteed with moderate probability, the most efficient alternative is to improve the repair of processors; for intermediate values of the probability with which the accumulated performance has to be guaranteed, the most efficient alternative is to improve the repair of components of the hypercube. Using the simpler EARR(t) = E[(1/t) t 0 r X(τ ) dτ ] measure would have led to the conclusion that the most efficient alternative is to improve the repair of components of the hypercube, as Table 8 illustrates. Thus, use of the more detailed CRCD(t, s) measure provides interesting information to guide the maintenance of the fault-tolerant multiprocessor system. Table 8 : EARR(t) measure for t = 2 years and the baseline repair rates, a set of repair rates with µ P = 0.2 h −1 , a set of repair rates with µ N = µ L = 0.1 h −1 , and a set of repair rates with
11.996666
Conclusions
We have developed two methods, BT/RT and BT/BRT, for the computation of bounds for the cumulative reward complementary distribution measure CRCD(t, s) for CTMC models with reward rates associated with states. Both methods require the selection of a regenerative state, are numerically stable and compute the bounds with well-controlled error. For a class of rewarded CTMC models, class C ′′′ 1 , and a particular, natural selection for the regenerative state the BT/BRT method allows to trade off bounds tightness with computational cost and will provide bounds at moderate computational costs for s close to r max t, where r max is the largest reward rate of the model, allowing in such a case a rigorous analysis, with error bounds, of some large models which were beyond the scope of previously proposed "exact" methods. For a class of rewarded CTMC models, class C ′′ 1 , slightly wider than class C ′′′ 1 , and a particular, natural selection for the regenerative state, the BT/RT method will yield tighter bounds at a higher computational cost. When the rewarded CTMC model satisfies additional conditions, the bounds obtained by the less expensive version of the BT/BRT method seem to be tight for any value of t or not small values of t, depending on whether the initial probability distribution of the CTMC model in the subset of states with maximum reward rate different, if existing, from the absorbing state is concentrated in the natural selection for the regenerative state or not, and the bounds obtained by the BT/RT method seem to be tight for any value of t or not small values of t, depending on whether the initial probability distribution of the CTMC model in the subset of states different, if existing, from the absorbing state is concentrated in the states with maximum reward rate or not. Class C ′′ 1 and class C ′′′ 1 models with those additional conditions include both exact and bounding typical failure/repair performability models of fault-tolerant systems with exponential failure and repair time distributions and repair in every state with failed components and a reward rate structure which is a non-increasing function of the collection of failed components. Combined with bounding techniques, the methods developed in the paper should allow the analysis of performability models of quite complex degradable and repairable fault-tolerant parallel and distributed systems in affordable CPU times, with the obvious implications. In the future, we are planning to develop more efficient methods than Algorithm A of [25] to act as a back-ends of BT/RT and BT/BRT. For large t, this would yield significant reductions in the CPU times of those methods.
In Section 1, we concentrated our review of numerical methods for computing the CRCD(t, s) measure to general purpose methods which, besides (possibly) Ω being finite, do not impose any restrictions on X. None of those methods is able to handle in reasonable CPU times when Λt is large large rewarded CTMC models of the type for which BT/RT and BT/BRT seem to give tight bounds at a relatively moderate computational cost when s is close to r max t. Numerical methods exist which can be (are) more efficient than the method described in [16, 17] for rewarded acyclic CTMC models [18] (rewarded block acyclic CTMC models [19] ). Rewarded acyclic and rewarded block acyclic CTMC models naturally arise when modeling, respectively, non-repairable fault-tolerant systems and fault-tolerant systems in which some components are repairable and some are not.
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(n, k) satisfy the following set of recursive expressions:
It is also proved in [16, 17] 
, where the inequality among the vectors means that the inequality stands element by element.
In the following we will denote using a prime the quantities referred to the CTMC W ′ , i.e. P ′ will denote the transition probability matrix of the randomized DTMC of W ′ with randomization rate Λ.
We will start by showing
The proof is by induction on n.
This shows the base case n = 0.
Consider now that the result holds for n = ν − 1 and let us show that the result holds for n = ν,
The proof of both (1) and (2) will be done by complete induction. For (1), the base case will be j = 1, k = 0 and the induction step will prove that the result for 1 ≤ j ≤ ι − 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ ν and j = ι, 0 ≤ k ≤ κ − 1 implies the result for j = ι and k = κ, with ι = 1, 0 < κ ≤ ν or 1 < ι ≤ m, 0 ≤ κ ≤ ν. For (2), the base case will be j = m, k = ν and the induction step will prove that the result for ι + 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 0 ≤ k ≤ ν and j = ι, κ + 1 ≤ k ≤ ν implies the result for j = ι and k = κ, with ι = m, 0 ≤ κ < ν or 0 ≤ ι < m, 0 ≤ κ ≤ ν. Let s f be the state "from" and let s t be the state "to" of the transition whose rate has been increased by λ in W ′ . Let n f and n t such that s f ∈ B n f and s t ∈ B nt . Proof of (1): The base case (j = 1, k = 0) follows immediately from (2) . For the induction step, we will consider two cases: (a) 1 < ι ≤ m, κ = 0, (b) 1 ≤ ι ≤ m, 0 < κ ≤ ν. In case (a), from (4):
and using the (inner) induction hypothesis:
In case (b), we will consider three subcases: (b1) l = n f , (b2) l = n f = n t , and (b3) l = n f = n t . In case (b1), from (6), noting that P ′ + r ι − r ι−1 r n f − r ι−1 P ′ Bn f ,Bn t and using the induction hypotheses and the fact that the rows of the matrix P add up 1:
In case (b2), using (7), noting that in that case the blocks P ′ B l ,B i which are different from P B l ,B i are the blocks P ′ Bn f ,Bn f sequence of states visited by W (W ′ ) and each state visit has a duration given by an independent holding time variable with exponential distribution with parameter equal to the output rate from the visited state.
We start by constructing a common probability space (E, A, Q) in terms of which both W and W ′ can be defined. This is done by combining the probability space underlying Π with the probability space underlying a set of exponentially distributed independent random variables which will account (with scaling in the case of W ′ ) for the holding times. To simplify the proof, we will associate with absorbing states exponentially distributed holding times with finite parameter. Let (E Π , A Π , Q Π ) be the probability space underlying Π: E Π is the set of infinite sequences π = (s π 0 , s π 1 , . . .), s π i ∈ Ω, A Π is the σ-algebra generated by the collection of subsets E
exponential random variables with parameter Λ s , where
, µ n,s ) be the underlying probability space: B [0,∞) is the Borel σ-algebra on [0, ∞) and µ n,s is the Borel probability measure defined by the distribution function of the random variable H n,s . Let (E H , A H , µ) be the product of the probability spaces ([0, ∞), B [0,∞) , µ n,s ), n = 0, 1, . . ., s ∈ Ω. The probability space (E, A, Q) is the product of the probability spaces (E Π , A Π , Q Π ) and (E H , A H , µ). With respect to E H , given a ω ∈ E H , h n,s (ω) will denote the coordinate of ω equal to the realization of the random variable H n,s . With respect to E, given a ω ∈ E, π(ω) = (s
, . . .) will denote the E Π coordinate of ω and h n,s (ω) will denote the coordinate of ω equal to the realization of the random variable H n,s , n = 0, 1, . . ., s ∈ Ω.
The CTMC W can be defined in terms of (E, A, Q) as follows. Each ω ∈ E gives a realization, W (ω, t), of W :
Let L(ω), ω ∈ E be the random variable defined as L(ω) = min{l ≥ 0 :
It is well known (see, for instance, [12] ) that, H 0 , H 1 , . . . being independent exponential random variables with parameters λ 0 , λ 1 , . . . such that sup i≥0 λ i < ∞, lim n→∞ H 0 + H 1 + · · · + H n = ∞ with probability 1, implying that min{n ≥ 0 : H 0 + H 1 + · · · + H n > t} is defined with probability 1. Then: Q[L is defined] = Q ω ∈ E : min l ≥ 0 : Since, given β > 0 and being H an exponential random variable with parameter λ > 0, H/β is an exponential random variable with parameter βλ, the CTMC W ′ can be defined in terms of (E, A, Q) as follows. Each ω ∈ E gives a realization, W ′ (ω, t), of W ′ : (ω) > t}. It can be proved that L ′ is defined with probability 1 as it was proved that L was defined with 1. Let A ′ be the subset of E: Since A ′ collects, except for a subset with probability 0, all realizations of W ′ for which the cumulative reward in the time interval [0, t] is > s,
To prove the theorem it suffices to show that A ⊂ A ′ . In that proof, we will use the shorthand h 
it suffices to show that, assuming L(ω) and L ′ (ω) defined and L ′ (ω) ≤ L(ω), C ′ (ω) ≤ C(ω). Two cases will be considered: (a) L ′ (ω) = L(ω), and (b) L ′ (ω) < L(ω).
In case (a), using (8) , (9) , r sup − r ′ x ≤ r sup − r x , and h Using that result, (8) and (9), for the case (b), It remains to check that E n , E ′ n ∈ A, n = 0, 1, . . ., where E n = {ω ∈ E : L(ω) = n} and E ′ n = {ω ∈ E : L ′ (ω) = n}, and that A, A ′ ∈ A.
We start by checking that E n ∈ A, n = 0, 1, . . .. Let F n = {ω ∈ E : n m=0 h m,s π(ω) m (ω) > t}, n = 0, 1, . . .. Since E 0 = F 0 and, for n ≥ 1, E n = F n ∩ F c n−1 , it suffices to check that F n ∈ A, n = 0, 1, . . .. Let F s To prove that A ′ ∈ A, let
